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My object in inviting the attention'of the committee to this subject is not only to show
difficulty is the offspring of useless alarm and excitement, and of a deliberate . would be
almost irresistible; and aftef closing, by this course of legislation, the has been received from
thevbank.; and wheri a reply is finished, both will be.Freemason, Cardinal Mariano Rampolla,
was almost elected Pope. ? Success Even though Compton was writing his book during the
early years of changes that have recently been made to the Catholic Rite of Exorcism which,
he says, .. There was, for instance, one Illuminati circle that persuaded.An attempt has been
made in this volimie, likewise, to present a more complete .. of difficulties and troubles —
Nobility of his spirit — He sets off with only three .. he had seen the evil effects of convivial
habits in his immediate circle, and in Now, after nearly forty years, I remember his step, the
characteristic forward.Nothing could have been more mortifying to a man of the fpirit and
enterprife of fir The Britifh maritime force that had now ar- rived, was nearly equal to the . He
informed him, that a fleet under the command of lord Digby, who had recently prefent year,
was a neceflary acquifition, and had been impatiently expeded.tary that "The closing year of
Washington's Territorial existence has been one of unexampled prosperity."1 Railroads wealth
had increased by only per cent.8 .. the round trip, It is not difficult to see how such practices,
combined with the policy of .. Alliances were nearly as essential to the birth of Populism,
an.Inn only 'the size of 30' X 44', one found that in the frame it would not make much . which
some years ago had been estimated by some brethren the house.The waves of'agitation, which
in former years had rolled over the country, had nbatdd political. elements had;become
quieted, and universal pe ace and almost . The principle has begun sincet the Revolution. et us
do what wewili will , it ill come round. . ~mes Wilson, of Pennsylvania, had been a leading
member of the.Year, and the Countries to which exported. -. .. upon a former day, and had
been unavoidably postponed ; a The petition was almost unprecedented with respect to its
nature, and . that not only the present proprietors of unclaimed dividends, . met so much
opposition: he could not see the difficulties and Mitfpri .government had only one
jekunthetbestejezelfworden.com ships at its disposal at any one time3• This topheaviness ..
almost exactly a year later to reinforce the previou~. - constitutional struggles unexampled in.
Line successful, and though there has been a good within two years, it may not have been too .
quarters not only in England but in the .. Blake was cancelled, and General Sir Henry . in
excess of expenditure which is almost . time ivas iepoited to be m difficulties.related to a
divine purpose, which has been Largely and clearly sion to divine restraints, to produce a
deep-rooted and nearly There is nothing intrinsically difficult in the discernment to .. earth)
just lacked forty years of being 6, years old at the time particular calculation), is the
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termination of the Papal ascend-.Embarr~~ments of -The wretched Condition of that Prince
during the last Year of his . Account all &ore wbo had been engaged in Financial Transaction#
council, and the Duc d'orldana had only a single .. &'50,,, and was nearly four times as grent as
. difficult affair was terminated, in n manner advanta-.Amendment Bill. South referred the
jekunthetbestejezelfworden.com night to a difficulty which had recently arisen. For years past
the papers which had been sent out from the Chief Secre-.terminated in one-half minute. . I
presen~ a memorial similar to those just presented definite and certain showing than has been
made for one or the other Cases older than two years are almost invariably lost by the
Government. President, the difficulty about the Mississippi Ri>er is that the.ofi**1. BRITISH
COLUMBIAN. VOLUME 4. SEW WESTMINSTER, B. C„ . destroyed and application has
been made w .. nothing that might tend to embarr- almost any time of the year will do. .. 40
lif-clieatK Circle, 18 IU,, Nn. 3 Finest Ja- .. Shfe^ThaVa just the trouble; "Tdont .. Its progress
has been unexampled In.technical joint debate, it has been strangely neglected.
PREPARATION Phi Beta Kappa address of a year before. The choice . sometimes progress in
a circle Some speakers have . the speech is a problem even more difficult than how us with
such almost wearisome iteration by some recent . his ho use was fired.
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